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Typically, the electron-phonon interaction is commonly discussed to wash out the shot noise in large scale system, it is also assumed to not affect the noise in double barrier resonant tunneling structures ͑DBRTSs͒.
3 In this letter, using a simple model for one dimensional DBRTSs, we are able to show that the coupling between electrons and polar optical phonons can cause either a super-Poissonian or a subPoissonian noise depending on the competition between the coherent and sequential tunneling current components.
Let us describe the model under study. The DBRTS denoted as S͓L b1 / L w / L b2 ͔ for short, where L b1͑2͒ and L w are the barrier thicknesses and well width in nanometer, respectively, is described by the Hamiltonian,
where c i † ͑c i ͒ and b i † ͑b i ͒ are the operators creating ͑annihi-lating͒ an electron and a phonon at the position i, respectively, ⑀ i is the on-site energy, and U i is the potential profile that is a function of bias. In this work, for simplicity and to emphasize only the role of electron-phonon interaction on current fluctuations, the potential is considered frozen as in Ref. 7 and the temperature is set to be zero. We consider the hopping parameter T ij just between the nearest neighbor sites and only one optical phonon mode with the energy ប 0 , locally coupled to the electronic states by the factor M i .
We use the nonequilibrium Green's function method, a technique appropriate for many-particle systems, to solve the model ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ in the far from equilibrium states and in the regime of weak electron-phonon coupling. So we need to calculate the self-energies describing the device-contact coupling and the interaction. While the device-contact coupling is exactly treated, 8 the electron-phonon coupling is dealt in the framework of the first-order self-consistent Born's approximation, which guarantees the conservation of current. 9 In this approximation, using Langreth's theorem 10 the electron-phonon self-energies are given by
where ⑀ ± = ⑀ ± ប 0 and N 0 = ͓exp͑ប 0 / k B T͒ −1͔ −1 is the BoseEinstein phonon distribution ͑phonon system is assumed to be in equilibrium under a dc bias͒. The retarded ͑advanced͒ self-energy is then calculated using the so-called Hilbert's transformation, 7, 9 ⌺ i
where
. These self-energies enter Green's functions in a standard manner,
where the device-contact coupling self-energies ⌺ ͑⑀͒ coupl ͑ = r , a , Ͻ , Ͼ ͒ are analytically derived. 8 These equations ͓Eqs. ͑1͒-͑7͔͒ make a closed system and require a selfconsistent treatment.
The current I and the zero-frequency noise power S͑0͒ can be then defined as follows: 11, 12 
where Tr͓¯͔ denotes the trace of inner matrix and the spin degeneracy is already taken into account by the factor of 2. Note that while Eq. ͑8͒ is exact, Eq. ͑9͒ has been approximately derived by decomposing the two-particle correlators ͑the current-current correlation͒ into single-particle quantities. Despite such an approximation, information of interaction is relevantly contained in the correlation functions ͑G Ѥ ͒ as well as in the density of states ͑G r − G a ͒. In the case of no interaction, Green's functions relate uniquely to the contact coupling self-energies and Eq. ͑9͒ exactly leads to the wellknown scattering matrix results.
3 Further, as is generally assumed, we take into account the electron-phonon coupling only in the well. The coupling constant defined as g = ͑M i / ប 0 ͒ 2 takes the values between 0 and 1. To proceed numerical calculations of Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͒, we choose the device parameters as those in Refs. 7 and 13. Figure 1 presents the current-voltage ͑I-V͒ characteristics for three values of g ͑g = 0.0 corresponds to the ballistic transport͒. Besides the coherent resonant peak, the phononassisted tunneling ͑PAT͒ shoulder is clearly observed in the current valley at the bias corresponding to the process when electrons are tunneling into the well from the emitter, emit one phonon, relax to the bound state, and tunnel out through the other barrier. The electron-phonon coupling opens an additional ͑incoherent͒ channel, and the combination of the two mentioned particle fluxes, coherent and incoherent ͑sequen-tial͒, gives rise to the I-V curve with the shoulder observed. 13 While Fig. 1 simply demonstrates that our model is relevant in describing the PAT effect on the current, the novelty of our study is contained in Fig. 2 , where the Fano factor, i.e., the normalized noise power F = S͑0͒ / S P = S͑0͒ /2eI, is plotted versus the bias for three devices different on g. At low biases, lower and about the main resonant voltage, when the coherent tunneling is dominant, the three F͑V͒ curves are practically coincident with a deep suppression in the resonant regime. At higher bias, in the PAT regime, however, the F͑V͒ behavior becomes g dependent and for nonzero g the factor F may exhibit a super-Poissonian peak. Beyond the peak, when the incoherent channel turns off, the factor F exhibits a slight suppression before turning on the coherent value of 1.
The noise enhancement observed in the PAT regime in Fig. 2 is undoubtedly the consequence of the interaction effect which creates the sequential tunneling in competition with the coherent one. Such a competition may cause a noise enhancement. This can be understood in the way similar to that discussed in Refs. 14 and 15. On the one hand, electrons, jumping into the well at the energy of E 0 + ប 0 , prefers to emit one phonon, relax to the bound state E 0 , and therefrom escape the well through the collector barrier. On the other hand, there is a finite, though very small, probability for electrons to tunnel coherently to the collector. That causes random breaks in the sequential current and results in the bunches of sequential tunneling charges. The transport with such bunches of charges is commonly regarded as a possible mechanism of the noise enhancement. 14, 15 We note that a strong interaction can create several excited states shown by satellite peaks around the main resonant one in the density of states. Apparently, the height of these peaks determines the coherent tunneling probability T. Since the correlation between two current components is negative, 16 if T is not so small that this correlation may become dominant, the noise may be suppressed, as discussed in Ref. 17 . The sub-Poissonian noise can be then observed in the first, second, etc., PAT regime, but the super-Poissonian noise may be observed in the last one when T is small enough. This argument can be examined by using appropriate value of g and of device parameters. As a simple illustration for the breaking of the current competition, we present in Fig. 3 the F͑V͒ characteristics for devices with the same g = 0.5, but with different emitter Fermi energies E F : E F = 0.5ប 0 ͑solid line͒, E F = ប 0 ͑dot dashed-line͒, and E F = 1.5ប 0 ͑dashed line͒. Obviously, in the two latter cases, not only the main valley of F is strongly suppressed but also the Fano factor peak is degraded to unity. Fig. 1 . Note that on the noise behavior in different bias regions: Poissonian ͑F =1͒ at low and very high bias; sub-Poissonian ͑F Ͻ 1͒ in the region close to the resonance; and super-Poissonian ͑F Ͼ 1͒ in the PAT region.
